
Spanish Conversation for Travellers I  
Lecturer: Ioana Dimitriu 

Session: Fall 2017 Session I 

Location: Room 342, St. Patrick’s Building 

Please tell us which lecture series you are providing feedback for: 

 

  Title Total in Class Total Responses 

"Spanish Conversation for Travellers I", with Ioana Dimitriu 12 12 

 Percentage 100% 

 

Pace of the lecture series: 

 

Answer % Count 

Too slow 0.00% 0 

Just right 91.67% 11 

Too fast 8.33% 1 

 Total 12 

  



Scholarly level of lecture series material: 

 

Answer % Count 

Too low 0.00% 0 

Just right 100.00% 12 

Too high 0.00% 0 

 Total 12 

 

Ability to see the presentation screen (if applicable): 

Scale 
% Count 

0 – Extremely poor 0% 0 

1 0% 0 

2 0% 0 

3 0% 0 

4 0% 0 

5 16.67% 2 

6 16.67% 2 

7 – Perfectly at all times 66.67% 8 

Comments: 

Excellent slides and videos. 



Ability to hear the lecturer: 

Scale 
% Count 

0 – Extremely poor 0% 0 

1 0% 0 

2 0% 0 

3 0% 0 

4 0% 0 

5 0% 0 

6 8.33% 1 

7 – Perfectly at all times 91.67% 11 

Comments: 

Well able to hear the lecturer at all times. 

A wonderful learning experience. The teacher was exceptional and the small class size gave all of us the 
opportunity to participate fully.  

 

Use of audio-visual materials (please do not evaluate the quality of the equipment but 
rather the amount of its use): 

 

 

Answer % Count 

Too little 8.33% 1 



Just right 91.67% 11 

Too much 0.00% 0 

 Total 12 

 

Amount of student discussion: 

 

Answer % Count 

Too little 0.00% 0 

Just right 100.00% 12 

Too much 0.00% 0 

Total 100% 12 

 

Your interest in the lecture series material: 

 



Answer % Count 

Not interesting 0.00% 0 

Somewhat interesting 0.00% 0 

Very interesting 100.00% 12 

 Total 12 

 

 Lecturer's ability to lead the lecture series: 

 

Answer % Count 

Not enough 0.00% 0 

Just right 100.00% 11 

 Total 11 

 

Were lectures well-structured and well-presented? 

 



Answer % Count 

Yes 100.00% 12 

No 0.00% 0 

 Total 12 

 

 Would you take a different lecture series with this lecturer? 

 

Answer % Count 

Yes 100.00% 12 

No 0.00% 0 

 Total 12 

 

Would you recommend this lecture series to a friend? 

 



Answer % Count 

Yes 100.00% 12 

No 0.00% 0 

 Total 12 

 

Please tell us what you were most satisfied with in this lecture series. 

The lecturer judged the level and areas of interest of the group perfectly and tailored her lectures to suit. She 
encouraged and supported lots of discussion in pairs which gave us good practice. She has a wonderful sense of 
humour, which made the series very enjoyable. I appreciated that she always gave different words or 
pronunciation for various Spanish speaking countries to help us with our travel plans. 

Excellent lecturer, good interaction between participants. 

The lecturer was well prepared, engaging, interested in tailoring the material to suit our interests and needs, yet 
kept on schedule. I can't recommend her more highly. 
The lecturer was excellent - always very well prepared and tuned into the needs of students. She has wonderful 
people skills, a great sense of humour, and can motivate even the most reluctant/shy students to participate. 

I feel like I can actually understand some Spanish conversations! 

The lecturer gave well-structured lectures with lots of time for questions. She was very patient with us and open 
to all our questions. 
I was most pleased with the entire way that the series was presented and that it reawakened in me the desire to 
continue learning. 

All of it! Engaging, practical, and a great group size. 

The congenial atmosphere. The attentiveness of the lecturer to each student's need. The complete absence of 
stress during the classes. 
Ioana had obviously put a lot of thought and preparation into the series. She built our knowledge module by 
module through repetition, practice, audio, and video clips in an engaging and lively manner. I feel like I have an 
excellent foundation to move forward in learning more Spanish. My reading and vocabulary has improved 
considerably in six short weeks. She was a good listener, had a great sense of humor, but kept things moving in a 
professional and systematic manner. She was an excellent teacher. 
The approach: repeating after the lecturer to ensure correct pronunciation while reading; learning the essential 
verbs first (to be and to have) while always introducing useful vocabulary to go with it; the statement of 
communication goals at the start of each module; the actual topics themselves, which were extremely useful for 
travelers going to Spanish speaking countries; the use of some videos and dialogues; explaining what is said in 
Spain and what is said differently in specific Latin American countries; the lecturers willingness to answer our 
constant questions; her good humour, patience, and knowledge. 
The lecturer was extremely patient with us Spanish language beginners, she answered all of our (many) questions, 
she was very well-organized, and she was able to tailor the material to our needs. 

 

Please tell us what you were least satisfied with in this lecture series. 

The pace was a little fast. 

Nothing! 



Nothing to comment about. 

Nothing. 

I can't think of anything. 

 

If you wish, please provide any additional comments below. 

Highly recommend the lecturer and the series. 

Ioana was a terrific teacher and I hope she becomes a permanent addition to the program. 

Ioana is an excellent lecturer. As a former teacher myself, I marveled at her patience and was very impressed with 
her preparation and organization of instructional materials. I felt very fortunate to have her as a lecturer. 

 


